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AN  INTER  SCHOOL

COMPETITION

Email:bbpsgw@balbharati.org
Website :bbpsgadarwara.balbharati.org



School lays the foundation for the future of the students and ensures a stable, successful

and satisfying life. We at BBPS Gadarwara are aware of the importance and

significance of different stages of students’ life, thus the activities of the school are planned

to identify and nurture their inherent talents. 

We have been conducting Abhivyakti for the last 3 years now and have always had an

amazing experience conducting it. The kind of support and contribution we get from the

schools around the corner is just unmatchable. This year also we bring another edition of

Abhivyakty’21 to you all. The competitions this year emphasize the acquisition of

knowledge, useful skills, understanding, critical thinking, and problem-solving abilities of

all students enrolling the event. It would galvanise fun, cheer with an exploration of

talents as you take part in these intriguing events. It would most certainly augment each

participant’s learning experience being an ideal platform to stage talent, learn finer

nuances and hone skills. 

We cordially invite you to be a part of this exciting journey as we offer a plethora of

activities for students of all age groups that embody the true essence of learning. We

promise, it would not only be the highlight of this academic calendar but a cherished

moment of your students’ life too. 

Come and join us to make this journey a memorable one!!!

Looking forward to enthusiastic participation.

All the very best!!

Geeta Bhardwaj
Principal

Principal Message

“Every child has a light within them, every ray of
light that is radiated by them makes them shine in

the wide world”



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

All the events are online.1.

   2. Kindly adhere to the instructions about the formats of online       
    registrations and submissions for the events.

   3. It is mandatory to register for the events by filling the common Google 
    form for all the events. The link for the same is provided below: 
    For Registration : https://forms.gle/cC9VCRj4FG9GajVV8
   4. Please note that only one entry is allowed per event for each school.
   5. The file for the submission should be renamed in the following 
     format('Name of the School_Event Name_Student Name_Class')
   6. Please ensure that the quality of images, audio, and video in all 
      respective events should have good clarity and high resolution to aid  
      the judgment process.

   7. The details for online submission are provided with the description of   
       the online event.

   8. For any queries related to the events, contact the respective teacher 
      coordinator between 3.00 pm to 4.00 pm only.

   9. All the participants will be awarded e-certificates.

  10. The decision of the judges will be final and irrevocable.
   11. All participants must abide by the activity-specific rules with respect 
     to time allotted, software permitted, theme suggested, etc.

  12. The result will be uploaded on the school website:

https://bbpsgadarwara.balbharati.org on 23rd November 2021 at 5.00 pm.



Important DatesImportant DatesImportant Dates
Last Date of Registration : 

Last Date of Submission of Entries: 

Date of Result Declaration:

30th October 2021

10th November 2021

23rd November 2021

https://forms.gle/cC9VCRj4FG9GajVV8



 Event List 

 
S.N. EVENT NAME SUBMISSION LINK 

01 SUPER TRENDY https://forms.gle/WjAQXrgKQ6Mpshfp9 

02 EMOJISTIC https://forms.gle/aqyEyU6akAeHWt777 

03 T-ART https://forms.gle/vj5gQsADvYsfiCmG6 

04 VANASNA https://forms.gle/YivY8KaKpT4vGQVm9 

05 FOLK O DRESS https://forms.gle/XEZ1adgB7b6JuniTA 

06 मेरा गााँव - मेरा घर https://forms.gle/JK6MrxkRvcngoenc8 

07 FLOATING FLUIDS https://forms.gle/6FvWZ36FGeXierh38 

08 TESSELLATION https://forms.gle/jFP4ocED2LwxL1Lw8 

09 FOLK FUSION https://forms.gle/HR2rAjGEJ8MDVcPi8 

10 जशन-ए-आज़ादी https://forms.gle/5otDdVW6uDxG1BA8A 

11 TAAL NAAD https://forms.gle/SPbFJTmLX43Sornv6 

12 TARANG https://forms.gle/s7tEmW4r1LQbPiMk7 

 

 

 

 

 

https://forms.gle/WjAQXrgKQ6Mpshfp9
https://forms.gle/aqyEyU6akAeHWt777
https://forms.gle/vj5gQsADvYsfiCmG6
https://forms.gle/YivY8KaKpT4vGQVm9
https://forms.gle/XEZ1adgB7b6JuniTA
https://forms.gle/JK6MrxkRvcngoenc8
https://forms.gle/6FvWZ36FGeXierh38
https://forms.gle/jFP4ocED2LwxL1Lw8
https://forms.gle/HR2rAjGEJ8MDVcPi8
https://forms.gle/5otDdVW6uDxG1BA8A
https://forms.gle/SPbFJTmLX43Sornv6
https://forms.gle/s7tEmW4r1LQbPiMk7


SUPER TRENDY 

THEME DRESS TO IMPRESS 
CLASS PS AND PP (LKG/KGI/UKG/KGII) 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT 02(CHILD WITH MOTHER/FATHER/SIBLING)  

MODE OF EVENT SUBMISSION 

 

Submission Link:   Click Here 

 

In Super trendy activity, kids have to dress up like a bride or groom with one 

of their parents or siblings. Concept behind this activity is to make them 

aware of the different attires of different states. 

 

Guidelines: 

1. The participants have to present state wise display of bride and 

groom dress up (Participants can choose any state). 

2. The participants cannot wear similar kind of attire. The display must 

be in bride and groom attire only, where if one is representing groom 

then the other must dress up as a bride or vice versa. 

3. The competition is open for children aged between 4-6 years. 

4. The introduction must be given by the student at the beginning of the 

performance. 

5. No face-covering masks are allowed. 

6. Background music can be added.  

7. Maximum time on stage including narration - 2 minutes. 

8. No static postures allowed.  

9. Google drive link of the video and 3 photographs with different poses 

have to be submitted through Google form.  

  

Criterions: 

1. costume 

2. coordination 

3. presentation 

 

 

Event In charge: 

Kriti Kaushik 

 7082412465  

kriti.kaushik@gw.balbharati.org 

 

 

https://forms.gle/Tdmd1XkvMoU3MXYg7
mailto:kriti.kaushik@gw.balbharati.org


EMOJISTIC 

THEME EMOTICONS 

CLASS I 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT 1 

DURATION 2 MINUTES 

MODE OF EVENT SUBMISSION 

 

Submission Link:   Click Here 

 

Emojis are essential to communicate emotion, something that words cannot 

portray. Emojis are meant to be fun, light-hearted, and convey a broad range 

of emotions efficiently and in a way that words sometimes cannot. 

In this activity, participants have to make 5 different emojis on biscuits. Five 

emojis showing five different emotions. This activity will help kids learn to 

express themselves through expressions. 

 

Guidelines: 

1. Participants have to make five emojis on biscuits. Participants can use 

edible items for decoration.  

2. A video while creating the emoticons should be filmed with participant in 

the frame. Photo of each smiley is required. 

3. Video length should not be more than 2 min.  

4. Participants need to submit the google drive link of the video and 

photographs through Google Form. 

Criterions: 

1. neatness  

2. creative use of available material 

3. presentation 

 

 

 

Event In charge: 

Ms Akanksha Tripathi 

7000572682 

akanksha.tripathi@gw.balbharati.org 

 

 

 

https://forms.gle/VRX2NuKm9SGG3AZC8
mailto:akanksha.tripathi@gw.balbharati.org


 

T - ART 

THEME  T-SHIRT PRINTING WITH LEAVES AND HANDS  

CLASS  II 
NO. OF PARTICIPANTS  01  
DURATION  2 MIN (TIME LAPSE VIDEO) 
MODE OF EVENT  SUBMISSION 

 

Submission Link:         Click Here 

 

This activity is designed to bring out the little artist in the young hearts. It will 

be lot of fun to see the little Picasso’s doing their magic with colours. 

 

Guidelines: 

1. The participant has to make a design on a white t-shirt using leaves 

and hands. 

2. The design should be made on the front area of a solid-white t-shirt. 

3. The idea of the design should be original.   

4. Material like fabric or acrylic paints, glitters, brushes, mixing plate, 

pencil, pen, and eraser are allowed. Use of any other materials or 

ready-made stickers is strictly prohibited.  

5. Google drive link of the video (in time lapse) of the whole process and 

2 clear pictures (One picture of the design and one student wearing 

it) should be submitted through the google form. 

 

Criterions: 

1. creativity and originality of the design 

2. presentation 

3. neatness  

 

 

 

 

 

Event In charge: 

Dr Dhaneshwari Tamrakar 

8668026487 

dhaneshwari.tamrakar@gw.balbharati.org 

 

 

 

https://forms.gle/vj5gQsADvYsfiCmG6
mailto:dhaneshwari.tamrakar@gw.balbharati.org


 

VANASNA 

THEME VAN ASANA  

CLASS III 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT 01 

DURATION MAXIMUM 3 MINUTES 

MODE OF EVENT SUBMISSION 

 

Submission Link:    Click Here 

 

The art of practicing yoga helps in controlling an individual's mind, body and 

soul. It brings together physical and mental disciplines to achieve a peaceful 

body and mind. This activity will help the students in increasing their 

flexibility, muscle strength and body tone. 

Guidelines: 

1. The students have to perform any 3 asanas based on Birds. 

2. The participant must hold each asana for 10 seconds. 

3. The students have to give a self-introduction and talk about one benefit 

of each asana. 

4. The participants have to use a proper yoga costume and a yoga mat. 

5. The participant must use a backdrop related to the theme. 

6. Two separate google drive links of the videos and 5-5 photographs of 

each student holding the postures have to be submitted for both the 

students through the Google Form. 

8. The videos should be unedited and uncut. 

Criterions: 

1. flexibility 

2. balance 

3. presentation  

 

 

Event In charge: 

Ms Farheen H Shaikh 

8749022787 
 Farheen.shaikh@gw.balbharati.org 

 

https://forms.gle/YivY8KaKpT4vGQVm9
mailto:Farheen.shaikh@gw.balbharati.org


 

FOLK-O-DRESS    

 
THEME MANIPURI DANCE COSTUME 

CLASS IV 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT 01 

DURATION 3 MINUTES 

MODE OF EVENT SUBMISSION 

 

Submission Link:   Click Here 

 

Manipuri, one of the six classical dance styles of India. It is indigenous to 

Manipur and is characterized by a variety of forms that are linked to folk 

tradition and ritual. This activity along with carving the creativity of the 

students will also help to make them aware of the dance form and the 

costume. 

Guidelines: 

1. Participant has to make a paper dress based on the Manipuri dance form. 

2. Participant has to present their paper dress on a white chart paper to 

ensure the clarity of the dress. 

3. The participant has to make a video (time lapse) and click 3 pictures 

(start, middle of the process and final presentation) of the dress making. 

4. Participant has to paste the google drive link of the final video (Time 

lapse Video) and submit pictures in the google form.  

5. The video should be of standard quality. 

6. Name, class, school name & label of the dress should be clearly 

mentioned in the beginning of video. 

Criterions: 

1. appropriate use of embellishments  

2. relevance 

3. presentation 

 

Event In charge: 

Ms Suvarna P Nimje 
8623812200 

suvarna.nimje@gw.balbharati.org 
 

https://forms.gle/XEZ1adgB7b6JuniTA
mailto:suvarna.nimje@gw.balbharati.org


 

मेरा गााँव - मेरा घर 
 

THEME SCULPTURAL CLAY 
CLASS V 
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT 1 
DURATION 2 MINUTES  
MODE OF EVENT SUBMISSION 

 

Submission Link:   Click Here 

  

Clay Sculpting in small groups allows fun, communication, sharing and also 
improves social skills. It is an activity which nurtures child's creativity, boosts 
imagination and imbibes self-confidence. This village home (hut) making art 
will give the student a view of the village homes (hut) in their structures. 
 
Guidelines: 

1. Participant has to use sculptural clay and create a village home using 

wastepaper, broom sticks, wood powder etc.  

2. The participant has to make a video (time lapse) and click pictures of the 

process. 

3. The final pictures should include a picture of the model and a picture of 

the student with the model. 

4. Participant has to paste the google drive link of the final video (Time laps 

Video) and submit pictures in the google form.  

Criterions: 

1. presentation 

2. neatness 

3. creativity 

4. originality 

 

 

 

Event In charge: 

Dr Dhaneshwari Tamrakar 
8668026487 

dhaneshwari.tamrakar@gw.balbharati.org 

 

https://forms.gle/JK6MrxkRvcngoenc8
mailto:dhaneshwari.tamrakar@gw.balbharati.org


FLOATING FLUIDS 
 

THEME/NAME OF ACTIVITY DENSE WATCH 

CLASS VI 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT 01 

DURATION 3 MINUTES 

MODE OF EVENT SUBMISSION 

 

Submission Link:   Click Here 

 

Every liquid has different density. The liquids make different layers according 

to the densities. Experiment plays many roles in science. One of its important 

roles is to test theories and to provide the basis for scientific knowledge. One 

such activity is ‘Dense Watch’ which will help our students to work on the 

skills of becoming a scientist in the future. 

 

Guidelines: 

1. The participants have to perform an experiment related to density. 

2. Different liquids along with solids may be used to explain density. 

3. They can use their unique ideas to impress the judges.  

4. The whole process has to be recorded in a video.  

5. Kindly click 3 pictures of yourself while doing the experiment.  

6. Participant has to paste the google drive link of the final video and 

submit pictures in the google form. 

Criterions: 

1. presentation  

2. choice of liquids  

3. description 

4. clarity in separation 

 

 

 

Event In charge: 

Ms Vaibhavi Joshi 
7581863475 

vaibhavi.joshi@gw.balbharati.org 
 
 

https://forms.gle/HR2rAjGEJ8MDVcPi8
mailto:vaibhavi.joshi@gw.balbharati.org


TESSELLATION 
 

THEME TESSELLATION PATTERN TO TILE A FLOOR 

CLASS VII 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT 1 

DURATION 2 MINUTES 

MODE OF EVENT SUBMISSION 

  

Submission Link:   Click Here 
 
Have you ever looked at a tile pattern or mosaic and wondered how one 
comes up with something so intricate and creative? Chances are that a 
geometric concept, such as tessellating, was used in the design. A tessellation 
is simply a tiling that has a repeated pattern of one or more shapes. This 
activity will give you a chance to have a hands-on on geometrical shapes and 
use them to make beautiful patterns or designs. 
 

Guidelines: 

1. The participant has to make a beautiful tessellation pattern on the 

floor using different mathematical shapes. 

2. Different colourful sheets to be used for the shapes. 

3. The tessellations must be made of regular polygons. 

4. Each vertex of the tessellation must look the same. 

5. Tessellations cannot have any gaps between shapes or overlapping 

shapes. 

6. Record a video of the whole process and click 2 pictures (1 picture of 

the tessellation and 1 picture of the student with the tessellation). 

7.  Paste the google drive link of the final video and submit pictures in 

the google form. 

 

Criterions: 

1. appearance 

2. creativity 

3. consistency 

4. complexity 

Event In charge 
Mr K. Arun kumar 

7206211674 
karun.kumar@gw.balbharati.org 

 

https://forms.gle/jFP4ocED2LwxL1Lw8
mailto:karun.kumar@gw.balbharati.org


FOLK FUSION 
 

THEME A JUGALBANDI 
CLASS VIII 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT 02(1 for FOLK, 1 for WESTERN) 

DURATION 3-4 MINUTES 

MODE OF EVENT SUBMISSION 

 
Submission Link:    Click Here 
 
Fusion dance is a type of contemporary partner dance that combines different 

dance styles to create a new aesthetic. It is typically an improvised, lead-

follow approach to dancing that does not conform to any particular defined 

dance styles. In this activity participants have to present a fusion of folk and 

western dance. 

Guidelines:  

1. Both the participants will present a duet dance performance on the 
selected dance styles.  

2. Music should be according to the performance. 

3. Participant must wear appropriate make-up & costume and may use 
props. 

4. Participants should make their surrounding suitable according to their 
theme. 

5. The video should be shot in landscape mode and made in one go, edited 
video or use of filters is not permitted. 

6. Paste the google drive link of the final video and submit 3 pictures in the 
google form.  

Criterions:  

1. choreography 

2. make-up & Costume 

3. expression  

4. presentation 

  

  

Event In charge 

Mr-Satyajit Debnath 
6267513364 

satyajit.debnath@gw.balbharati.org 
 

https://forms.gle/6FvWZ36FGeXierh38
mailto:satyajit.debnath@gw.balbharati.org


जशन-ए-आज़ादी  
 

THEME 75 glorious years of Independence 
‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’ 

CLASS I - II 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT 1 
SOFTWARE  MS PAINT 
MODE OF EVENT SUBMISSION 

 

Submission Link:   Click Here 

 

Freedom is a precious gift of our Freedom fighters. Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav 

is being celebrated on the basis of five pillars i.e., Struggle for independence, 

ideas of 75 years, achievements of 75 years, actions of 75 years and 

resolutions of 75 years. This activity is designed to bring out the feeling of 

patriotism in the students and to appreciate the struggle of our freedom 

fighters.  

 

Guidelines:  

1. The participant is required to make a painting on the given theme using  

     the aforementioned software. 

2. SCHOOL NAME, STUDENT NAME, CLASS and EVENT_NAME must be   

     mentioned on the top right corner of the image. 

3. A clear image of the painting should be uploaded in the jpeg format 

through google form. 

Criterions:  

1. creativity 

2. aesthetic appeal 

3. accuracy 

4. usage of tools 

 

 

Event In charge: 

Ms Sakshi Bhatia 
9992729843 

sakshi.bhatia@gw.balbharati.org 

 

https://forms.gle/bXKSZodB62DHFcTy6
mailto:sakshi.bhatia@gw.balbharati.org


TAAL NAAD 
Theme Hindushtani Taal  vadhya Yantra Solo  

Class VI – VIII 

Number of Participant 01 

Duration 3-4 MINUTES  

Mode of Event SUBMISSION  

 

Submission Link:      Click Here 
 
A Taal is essentially a musical meter, which serves to bind all the music in a 
particular number of matras (beats). More importantly, the compositions 
played have to abide to the taal structure. Not only does the taal define the 
total number of matras, but also dictates the pattern of the compositions. 
Taals form the root of all the compositions played on the tabla. In this activity 
the participant will present a musical composition of Indian classical taal like 
teen taal, jhaptaal , Ektataal etc. on Tabla. 
 
Guidelines: 

1. The participants must use Tabla to play a classical taal. 

2. The chosen instruments should be well – tuned. 

3. Use of electronic or supportive instruments is not permitted. 

4. Dress code for the participants is must - kurta, pajama (boys) / Salwar, 
suit (girls). 

5. The whole performance has to be recorded in a video.  

6. The video should be shot in landscape mode and made in one go, edited 
video or use of filters is not permitted 

7. Kindly click 2 pictures of yourself while playing the instrument.  

8. Paste the google drive link of the final video and submit pictures in the 
google form. 

Criterions: 

1. taal  

2. laya  

3. presentation  

 

 
Event In charge 

Vibhuti shekhar Mishra 
8103918923 

vibhutishekhar.mishra@gw.balbharati.org 
 

https://forms.gle/SPbFJTmLX43Sornv6
mailto:vibhutishekhar.mishra@gw.balbharati.org


TARANg 
THEME Tarana in Classical Raag 

CLASS IX – X 
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT 01 
DURATION 3-4 MIN. 
MODE OF EVENT SUBMISSION 

 
Submission Link:    Click Here 
  
Tarana, a vocal form in Hindustani music said to have been developed by 

Amir Khusrau, probably best represents the vocalist's urge to move away 

from song-text and into the realm of instrumental music. Through this 

activity we try to bring our children a little closer to the roots of our culture. 

The participant has to sing a tarana in any raga. Participants will perform 

AROH AVROH AND PAKD before starting the Tarana. 

Guidelines: 

1. The participants must Sing Tarana in Classical Raag only. 

2. The participants must do Aaroh – Awroh, Pakad in chosen raag . 

3. Participants can use only electronic taanpura, no other electronic 

instrument is permitted. 

4. Dress code for the participants is must - kurta, pajama (boys) / Salwar, 

suit (girls). 

5. Paste the google drive link of the final video and submit 3 pictures in the 

google form. 

 

 

Criterions: 

1. taal  

2. laya  

3. raag presentation. 

 

 

Event In charge 

Vibhuti shekhar Mishra 
8103918923 

vibhutishekhar.mishra@gw.balbharati.org 

https://forms.gle/s7tEmW4r1LQbPiMk7
mailto:vibhutishekhar.mishra@gw.balbharati.org

